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JARD specialises in the reduction and 
prevention of loss in all aspects of your 
business: whether that be loss of inventory, 
assets or sales. Based in Dubai, our unique 
knowledge and experience in multiple 
industry verticals give us extensive 
understanding of the operating conditions, 
prevailing legislation, customer dynamics 
and competitive landscape across the GCC. 

JARD is affiliated to Dubai SME.

We provide a comprehensive portfolio of integrated services and solutions designed to 
mitigate safety and security risks; decrease operational inefficiencies; improve process 
compliance and reduce loss throughout the supply chain. JARD’s multi-national team has 
cross-functional experience from multiple industry segments. Our vast GCC experience 
along with our knowledge of international and local best practices allows us to provide 
service offerings tailored to our customers' unique requirements with tangible results.
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OUR
APPROACH
At JARD, we apply a layered approach that is 
firmly rooted in best practice frameworks 
and methodologies ensure marked improve-
ments in inventory and asset management 
processes whilst delivering actionable intelli-
gence and insights across the supply chain.
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RISK
MANAGEMENT

Our vast experience in the field of asset risk and 
security programmes enables us to provide the very 
best recommendations, and the highest quality in 
assessing, measuring and identifying the risk factors 
within your company.

Our service is primarily aimed at evaluating the security and safety threats 
and risks that are associated to a specific location and/ or the activity 
performed therein. This includes evaluating the efficacy of physical security, 
electronic countermeasures and procedural controls that are (or should be) 
deployed to mitigate the identified threats and risks. JARD is also capable of 
providing due diligence security and safety risk and threat assessments to 
organisations that intend to enter and establish a presence in any specific 
region, country or city.

A business impact assessment can be vital in identifying future problems or 
disruptions in your business flow. JARD assesses the possible impact of 
losses in assets, time and resources and establishes recovery and avoidance 
programmes to address and alleviate these problems if they should ever 
arise.

The business continuity plan enables a company to guarantee product and 
service delivery at a constant rate. We develop practical and realistic 
work-flow programmes and schedules, ensuring all the needed resources, 
skills and materials are available so you can continue delivering to your 
customers on time, every time. 
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JARD maintains partnerships with the very 
best local and international Governance, Risk 
and Compliance service providers. We can 
consult on the most appropriate systems, 
tools, management strategies and emergency 
protocols, suited to the unique requirements 
of any company.
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At JARD, we apply our experience in supply chain security 
and inventory management within the GCC region to help 
our clients prevent loss. We advise on legal and regulatory 
requirements and provide reports on potential losses or 
discrepancies. We identify inventory problems such as loss 
due to theft or damage and provide practical process 
improvements and procedures.

JARD has a complete understanding of stock threats and risks within the 
supply chain, as well as experience in implementing international processes 
and standards (i.e. ISO 28001 and TAPA). We provide real-world solutions 
and management tools that help our clients to prevent loss throughout the 
supply chain. 

We offer an independent inventory counting and validation service at every 
point of the supply chain. In this way, our clients can identify problems in 
their supply chain and adjust their systems. Our systems enable us to count 
your inventory up to 35% faster, and provide accurate, real-time reporting. 
Our inventory counting and validation service can be modified to suit the 
needs of each of our individual clients, whether they require an outsourced, 
on-site service, or a dedicated in-house team. 

JARD specialises in loss prevention and identifying shrinkage within your 
inventory. We create full-service plans, schedules and checking-mechanisms 
that are suited to the business needs and systems of every individual client. 
We build solid, long-term strategies for our clients that prevent loss and 
save them money.
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Datascan provides retailers with a choice of 
On-Demand, Self-Scan Inventory Solutions 
delivered via a Solution-as-a-service model. 
With over 80,000 scanners  in stock, 
Datascan has the world's largest Self-Scan-
ning capability. JARD is proud to have part-
nered with Datascan to offer their solutions 
to the Middle East.

Agilence is the leader in cloud-based 
reporting solutions for Retail, Restaurant, & 
Pharmacy Loss Prevention and Operations. 
JARD has partnered with Agilence to 
provide their 20/20™ Data Analytics  in the 
region. This intelligent, reporting solution 
enables organisations to easily identify 
anomalies and trends within their stores or 
restaurants by automatically collecting and 
summarising their data and ultimately 
improving their operations and reducing risk 
of fraud.
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Sustainable business and cost efficiency in asset and 
stock administration comes down to knowing the 
market value, physical location and safety of your assets 
and brands at any given time. JARD provides the 
facilities required to anticipate, monitor, track and 
validate your assets.

Even in relatively small organisations, asset management, risk protection and 
administration can be complex. We offer practical solutions and appropri-
ately scaled systems. We supply tagging equipment, training and 
programmes that are user-friendly. Our cornerstone is to develop effective 
auditing and storage methodologies, leading to usable asset registers.

JARD provides independent auditing and validation services, ensuring 
accurate asset data. Our asset specialists use multiple systems, including 
photographic equipment, scanners, and verification software. Best-practice 
in asset supervision not only supplies correct data, but serves as a valuable 
aid in depreciation and insurance calculations, saving you money.

Locally, JARD provides a market value and monitoring service along with 
mystery shoppers, to ensure brand integrity and to identify possible 
counterfeits. Our in-house team of subject matter experts serve as the 
interface with local regulatory authorities and your in-house legal team to 
ensure the integrity of your brand.
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OUR
SOLUTIONS PARTNERS

Hardcat is a cost effective and easy-to-imple-
ment asset management and tracking 
software solution that offers unrivalled 
visibility and traceability of assets. Hardcat 
provides a comprehensive and structured 
approach to cradle-to-grave control of asset 
valuation, asset purchase, asset operation, 
asset maintenance and asset disposal.
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One of the most valuable tools for a successful business 
is identifying strength of integrity and good business 
practices in your staff, suppliers and vendors. JARD 
provides a range of information verification and 
screening services.

JARD provides an in-house service that performs document screening and 
validation. This can include education certificates, professional licences and 
registration certificates (among many more.) By validating your documenta-
tion with a third party, you can rest assured that your paperwork is genuine, 
and in order. Our extensive experience with Arabic customs and shipping 
documents throughout the Middle East also enables us to provide import, 
shipping and duty administration verification.

At JARD we recognise that employing the right staff is critical to business 
success. To support this, we provide a range of employee screening services 
from criminal record checks, motor vehicle records, identity checks, 
employment history verification, credit checks, employment eligibility 
verification to executive screenings.

JARD can supply risk-based screening of your vendors, and provide 
compliance programmes for your business partners within the UAE and 
across the GCC. This ensures that the regulatory requirements of your 
business are satisfied, and fosters solid, long-term business relationships 
with your potential vendors and partners. It also protects your business 
against possible litigation or legal problems, should your potential vendors 
be non-compliant.
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Employers need much more than just raw 
data to operate a successful employment 
screening program. As one of the world's 
largest providers of employee background 
check services, HireRight specialises in help-
ing organisations of all sizes and locations 
efficiently implement, manage and control 
their background screening programs.
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At JARD, we apply our experience across the GCC 
region, and international business to provide useful and 
relevant market information. We empower our clients 
by supplying insightful and up-to-date intelligence that 
matters. 

Our years of experience in the retail, brand and local business markets in 
the GCC region has allowed us to develop a database of local corporations 
and vendors. We also supply a security, safety and customs regulations 
register specific to operations across the GCC. We supply relevant and 
actionable market intelligence.

Our statistics on customer preferences and habits provide a valuable insight 
for our clients. We assist our clientele to develop realistic and attractive 
marketing strategies, based on solid marketing and sales information, 
relevant to local tastes and interests.

At JARD, we use the data gathered from in-store activities and purchasing 
habits to advise our clients on the best possible way to focus their sales 
and marketing efforts. By helping our clients to understand the market 
landscape, we assist them in applying their budgets and resources in the 
most efficient way, resulting in measurable return on investment. 
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At JARD, we assist our clients in using 
market intelligence in the most effective way. 
By looking at the various demographics, 
habits, tastes and preferences of their 
potential customers, our clients are able to 
make informed and effective marketing 
decisions, based on accurate and up-to-date 
information.
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our people 
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OURVALUES
We are a PROCESS driven & VALUES led company
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OURWHY

GCC Contextual Insights

Scalable & tailored 
solutions & services

Access to experienced 
Subject Matter Experts

Tangible reduction in 
risk, losses and cost

International Standards 
& Models – Local 
Benchmarking

Independence & greater 
level of assurance to 
stakeholders

OUR VALUE
PROPOSITION

OUR CORE 
BELIEF

 

THERE IS ALWAYS 
ROOM FOR 

IMPROVEMENT

OUR CORE 
PURPOSE

 

TO BE THE 
CATALYST FOR 

POSITIVE CHANGE

OUR CORE 
CAUSE

 

TO MAKE A
QUANTIFIABLE 

DIFFERENCE
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CONTACTUS

404 White Crown Tower
Sheikh Zayed Road
Dubai
UAE       

P.O. Box: 120979       

(+971) 428 88 114

www.twitter.com/JardMiddleEast

info@jard.me http://lnked.in/Jard

www.facebook.com/Jard.me

www.jard.me


